
English 10 
Using Quotations in a Paper 

 
 
 
Quotations are used in the body of a paper to provide evidence for your thesis.  The simplest way to use 
quotes is to follow the “three pronged” method: 

 Introduce the quote by setting it in context—who is speaking, to whom, when, why, where, etc. 
(provide as many of these as are necessary to fully make sense of the quote). 

 Blend the quote smoothly into the paper; when reading through the paragraph, the quote should 
sound like it naturally fits.  This is most easily done by beginning the sentence with a phrase, 
then incorporating the quote into the second half of the sentence. 

 Analyze the quote to explain why the quote is important—point out important details, explain 
how it supports the main idea of the paragraph/paper, etc. 

Use quotes in your paper like you do the meat (or PBJ) when making a sandwich; it comes in the middle, 
between the support (bread), and it makes up about 30% of the entire body paragraph (sandwich).  
Using this approach will help you avoid some common mistakes.  As a general rule, you should: 

 Never start or end a paragraph with a quote 

 Never have a paragraph that is mostly quoted material; use only what you need to prove your 
point 

 Be sure you have set the quote in a firm context, and that you’ve provided strong analysis—
remember, your 70% of the sandwich is important! 

 
How To Use Quotations: 

 Material taken from the text goes inside quotation marks; anything that goes inside the quotation 
marks must be exactly what appears in the text, unless you take special measures to show that it 
is not original (see below). 

 Quotes should be included in such a way that they are still grammatically correct; if you only use 
part of a sentence from the text, or you need to change part of a quote so that it makes sense in 
your paper, put the changes in square brackets [like this].  This is often done when changing 
pronouns (e.g., the narrator’s “I” becomes [he] because you are discussing what he (the narrator) 
did). 

 To identify the location of the quoted material, include the number of the page on which the 
passage appeared.  Page numbers are placed inside parentheses at a natural break in the text, 
usually at the end of the sentence.  If a paragraph contains more than one quote and they both 
appear on the same page in the text, place the citation after the final quotation.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Punctuation: 

 If the quoted material ends in a comma or period, drop it and include a period after the page 
citation. 

o Example:  Original text:  Joe said, “I quit,” and then he stormed out the door.  Text 
quoted in an essay:  At the end of their fight, Joe exclaimed, “I quit” (58). 

 Periods not at the end of the sentence and commas always go inside the closing quotation mark. 
o Example:  When Joe told Billy that “[he] quit,” Billy replied “fine” (58). 

 Colons and semicolons go outside the closing quotation mark. 
o Example:  Joe quickly realized his mistake and told Billy “wait a minute, I’m not going to 

quit.  You’re going to have to fire me”; unfortunately, it was too late (59). 

 Question marks and exclamation points go inside the closing quotation mark only if they appear that 
way in the original text. 

o Example:  Billy replied “Too late, sucker!” (59).  
o If the question mark or exclamation point applies to the sentence as a whole, it goes 

outside the closing quote:  Doesn’t it seem odd that Billy told his best friend to “Get 
lost”? (59). 

 Omitting part of the quoted text:  To leave out a portion of text you would like to quote, show that 
you didn’t include the whole text by putting an ellipsis (three periods) in brackets where the text 
would have been.  If the omitted text runs to the end of the sentence, add the period too, giving 
you a total of four dots. 

o Example:  When he thought about it later, Billy realized “how much one argument [. . .] 
could change a person’s life” (60).   

o Be sure that you’re accurately representing the original meaning of the text when leaving 
part of it out.   

 Extended quotations:  If you must use text that extends for more than four typed lines in your 
paper, introduce the text with a colon and indent the whole quotation one inch (ten spaces).  
Since it’s indented, you do not need to add quotation marks.  Put the citation of the page 
number at the end of the passage. 

 
Special considerations for poetry:   

 Cite the line(s) quoted rather than page number; punctuate the same way; only the number(s) of 
the lines is necessary, i.e., (17-20). 

 If you use more than one line from a poem, use a ( / ) to separate lines, with a space on either 
side of the slash mark 

 A quotation of more than three lines should be used by indenting one inch from the left margin 
and included as the poem appears in the text.  If a line from the text won’t fit on your page, 
finish it on the next line and indent three extra spaces.  Put the citation for the lines in 
parenthesis at the end of the last line you used. 

 If the shape of the lines on the page is important, reproduce the shape as accurately as you can in 
your paper. 

 
Special considerations for drama: 

 Cite the text by including the act, scene and line(s) where it appeared; use Arabic numerals 
separated by periods, i.e., “But, soft! what light through yonder window breaks? / It is the East, 
and Juliet is the sun!” (2.2.2-3).  

 To quote dialogue between two or more characters in a play, it is probably easiest to name who 
is speaking in your own narrative voice. 

o Example:  When Juliet asks, “What satisfaction canst thou have tonight?”, Romeo replies 
“Th’ exchange of thy love’s faithful vow for mine” (2.2.132-3). 

 If you need to include an extended quotation, one too long to interrupt with your own voice, 
indent the entire passage one inch.  Include characters’ names using all capital letters, followed 
by a period.  If a character’s dialogue extends beyond the end of the line on your page, continue 
on subsequent lines and set it off an additional three spaces so that it stands out. 

 


